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ABSTRACT

The Quasi-Inertial (QI) and Wide-Deadband (WDB) modes have
been investigated as alternatives to the Solar-Inertial (SI) mode in
case two CMGs fail during the Skylab mission. Both modes provide a
substantial reduction in propellant requirements from the solar
inertial hold requirement with either the Orbital Assembly/Thruster
Attitude Control System (OA/TACS) or Service Module/Reaction Control
System (SM/RCS). Spacecraft motion in the QI mode is produced by a
command rate and results in a small amplitude oscillation (17° ,
maximum) about the SI orientation. In the WDB mode a somewhat similar,
but larger amplitude motion (350, maximum) about the SI orientation
is developed by appropriate choice of controller deadbands and switch
line slopes.

In the QI mode the potential mission duration is 45 days
with the OA/TACS and 56 days with the SM/RCS. This compares with
24 days and 28 days in the WDB mode and 3-4 days in the SI mode.
With SMi-RCS control in the QI mode during CSM visits and OA/TACS
control during the storage period it is conceivable that both SL-3
and SL-4 segments of the Skylab mission could be completed even if
2 CMGs fail near the SL-3 launch.

Besides the longer potential mission duration other perform-
ance factors stand out in favor of the QI mode. Specifically, the
electrical energy output from the solar arrays is essentially identical
to the SI mode and opportunities for solar viewing with the ATM range
from 10-28% of the time ,tvaillabie in the SI mode. Correspondingly,
the loss in electrical energy output is 10-12% in the WDB mode and
ATM solar viewing opportunities are negligible.

Implementation cf the QI mode with the OA/TACS or SM/RCS
does require a software modification to generate the command rate.
Implementation of the WDB mode with the OA/TACS requires only occasional

K uplinking of control law parameters. However, a significant modification
is required for the SM/RCS to permit independent selection of deadbands
and switch line slopes in the CSM Digital Autopilot (DAP) for all
control axes.
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1.0 Introduction

As currently planned, the Skylab mission will be
conducted with the Orbital Assembly (OA) in the solar inertial
(SI) mode* except for docking operations and those orbits when
earth resources experiments will be performed in a local vertical
orientation. Attitude control of the Skylab will be provided
primarily by three control moment gyros (CMGs). Additional
control capability is available from the Orbital Assembly/Thruster
Attitude Control System (OA/TACS) and the Service Module/Reaction
Control System (SM/RCS) for performing certain docking and
momentum management operations and to counteract venting torques.

Because the Skylab mission spans a period of nearly
8 months, the question of backup attitude modes is of interest
in the event that two or more CMGs fail. Holding the solar
inertial orientation with the TACS or RCS would impose a
prohibitive drain on reaction thrust propellant and force early
curtailment of the mission. The objective of this memorandum
is to describe two possible alternative modes in which a
nominal solar orientation is maintained with relatively low
propellant impulse requirements.

The backup options are termed: the Quasi-Inertial
(QI) mode and the Wide-Deadband (WBD) mode. While conceptually
related in terms of the resultant spacecraft motion, they differ
in the manner of control implementation. In the QI mode a rate

*The SI mode is defined(1 ) by the orientation of OA geometric
axes (XvY

v
Zv): Zv (normal to solar array) is pointed to the sun

and x is rotated (about z ) an angle v from the orbital plane.v v z I
Nominally vz is such that the x principal axis lies in the orbital

plane.
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command is utilized with tight limit cycle control to cause
the x principal axis of the OA to oscillate in the orbital
plane with the solar arrays pointed (nominally) to the sun.
In the WDB mode a somewhat similar motion is developed with-
out command rate by appropriate choice of TACS or RCS control
law parameters (deadband and switch line slope).

Further description of each mode is given in the
next two sections. Impulse requirements for maintaining
each mode are compared with that for the SI mode in Section 4.
The question of attitude updating is discussed in Section 5.
The appendices contain an analytical treatment of the QI mode

from a more general viewpoint than in an earlier memorandum.(2)

2.0 The Quasi-Inertial Mode

The QI Mode can be described in terms of the motion
of spacecraft principal axes (Xpyp,zp) relative to orbital co-

ordinates (xNYN,zN) shown in Figure la. In this system zN is
the orbit normal and xN is parallel to the intersection of the

orbit and noon meridian planes. The principal axis' x lies in
p

the orbital plane with an instantaneous angular displacement V
relative to xN. The yp and zp principal axes are rotated about

xp by a fixed, but arbitrary, displacement, 0 , as shown inp 0
Figure la. The QI motion is such that xp oscillates about a

nominal orientation TN' which can be chosen arbitrarily.

(a) (b)

NOON
MERIDIAN

ORBIT
PLANE

FIGURE 1 - ORIENTATION OF SPACECRAFT PRINCIPAL AXES IN QUASI-INERTIAL MODE
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2.1 Analytical Description

In Appendix A.1 a general mathematical representation
of the QI motion is developed based on the differential equation

2

= 20 K sin 2 (T-n) (1)

which describes motion of the x axis in the orbital plane.
p

Here QO is the orbit angular velocity, K is an arbitrary

constant to be specified and n is orbital position measured
relative to orbital noon. Another form of Eq. (1) analogous
to the differential equation for motion of a simple pendulum
is

2

J2 = K sin 2p = - B sin 2p (2)

where*

- n = - Qo(t-tn ) (3)

is the instantaneous angular displacement of x from local
p

vertical. See Figure lb.

If the motion V is to be periodic, it is necessary

that the average value of ~ be zero, so from Eq. (3)

ave ave ave -o <o (

This means that the motion +(t) corresponding to Eq. (2) must
include a secular component representing continuous rotation
of x relative to local vertical once per orbit. The resultant

P
motion is analogous to that of a pendulum spinning about its
pivot.

*A circular orbit is assumed so that n=Qo(t-tn) where t is

absolute time and tn is absolute time at last orbital noon.
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The periodic motion of x about the nominal
P

orientation (YN) can be expressed in terms of i as*
N .

AT E T - TN = i -(k/X)F(k, )

A = V = i + Qo
0

=Q (1 k lk2 2 )Q (l V~1-k sin 2 )= 0 (1 k

where

X E V3 

and k is a constant of integration chosen to satisfy the
oscillation condition*

= k K(k)

which results from Eq. (4). The terms K(k) and F(k,p) are
complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind.
The nominal orientation (YN) is related to f(tn)=i n by

XN E (k/X)F(k,'n)

The oscillation amplitude (A 
m
) is given by

Am I - TN = I m - (k/X) F(k,m)

where

pm E sin-1 1/k2 _- l / X2m,- i

*See Eqs. (15) - (21) in Appendix A-1 and Footnote *
on p. A-5.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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The relationship of the QI motion (-Y N) to the

quantities 4 and K is depicted in Figure 2. In Appendix A-4

an optimal K is found in terms of spacecraft inertia para-
meters, which minimizes the control impulse requirements for
maintaining the QI mode. In fact, if the spacecraft is
symmetrical (Iz=Iy), or if two principal axes lie in the orbital

plane (D =0, +il/2, +jr), a K exists for which no control is
required theoretically, that is, the QI motion is a natural

motion of the spacecraft. Since the optimal 1KI turns out to

be < 1 in any case, only the range 0 < 1K! < 1 is shown in

Figure 2. Note that K = 0 corresponds to an inertial orientation.*

For a specific K the oscillation variables (AT,AQ) can be
evaluated from Eqs. (5) and (6) as a function of time after
integrating the differential equation**

= - o (X/k) l-k sin (12)

for p(t) with the initial condition in' which is related to TN

by Eq. (8).***

Since ~ and EN are arbitrary, a given spacecraft axis

can be pointed arbitrarily in the celestial sphere. Because the
oscillation amplitude (A 

m
) is low it will remain within a small

neighborhood of the nominal orientation. As determined in
Appendix A-2 the maximum deviation from the nominal is ATm' if

this axis lies in the orbital plane, and this decreases with
increasing latitude of the axis relative to the orbital plane.

*See Footnote**, p. A-7.

**See Eq. (6).

***Other initial conditions for * are discussed in Section 5.3.
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-_ T

AI (deg)

20

10

A'/no

-20

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

A
K = 1.0

M' (DEG)

FIGURE 2 - RELATIONSHIP OF QI MOTION TO V AND K

2.2 Skylab Application

Attitude control of the Skylab OA in the QI mode with
the OA/TACS or CSM/RCS requires specification of a command rate,

oc' for use in generating appropriate control torque.* From the

previous discussion it is clear that c is a vector parallel to
-the orbit normal and can be expressed as

the orbit normal and can be expressed as

0 =
--C= (13)

*Note the discussion in Appendix A.2, p. A-7.

K
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in (XN,YN,zN) coordinates shown in Figure 1. On-board evaluation

of 0 entails calculation of V from Eq. (6) with ~ obtained by
-c

numerical integration of Eq. (12) with an initial condition 0

based on TN. Updating of ~O based on sensor data and certain

navigation computations is discussed in Section 5. Propellant
impulse requirements for maintaining the QI mode are discussed
in Section 4 and Appendix A.4.

The primary attitude mode during the Skylab mission is
the solar inertial mode.* A nominal solar orientation can be
obtained in the QI mode by specifying O0 and YN such that the

Skylab z geometric axis (zv - normal to solar arrays) nominally

points to the sun. Both O0 and TN must be updated at intervals,

since B, the minimum angle between the sun line and the orbital
plane,** varies slowly with time. From the results in Appendix A.3
and Figure (A-5) it is apparent that 0°<P <1470 and 93.80<TN<103.8°,

since II8<73.50 during the Skylab mission.

The deviation of zv from the sunline due to the QI

motion is given in Eq. (A-35) as

=zv = c os[cos cos(W-'N) + sin2 ] (14)

The maximum possible deviation which occurs at B=0° is AYm, the

oscillation amplitude. For the Skylab configuration AY is in

the range 16.20 <Am <16.60 depending on the choice of K ***, so

that 6 <16.60.
zv-

Performance of the solar array system should be relatively

insensitive to the QI motion. The maximum instantaneous cosine loss

in electrical power from the arrays is 4%. However, the average of

*See Footnote *, p. 1.

**See Figure (A-5), p. A-11.

***See Section 4 and Appendix A.4 regarding the choice of K.
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cos zv over an orbit sun-light interval exceeds 0.995 in the

worst case (B=0°), which amounts to a 0.5% average energy loss
(maximum).

Use of the ATM for solar observations in the QI mode
is a possibility during intervals when the angular deviation

6zv is within ATM gimbal limits. Had the ATM yaw gimbal range

been designed to exceed +ATm' full use of the ATM could be

achieved, since 6zv <ATm. Because of the present gimbal limits

(6 = +20) the interval during which the sun is within viewG -

is restricted to certain orbital sectors as shown in Figure 3a.*
The intervals are smallest at B=0° and increase with JBJ accord-
ing to the relation

os( -sin2)

= sin cos 2 (15)

The sector near orbital midnight becomes available for high WBJ
as the earth shadow interval disappears. The angular sum (n

T )

of the sectors is plotted vs B in Figure 3b for AY m=16.6° and

I6G1=2° and 60. At Ij~max=73 5 °0 four 250 sectors are available

for ATM solar observations. The 60 curve will be of interest,
since it is equivalent to the interval during which the acquisition
sun sensor operates in the linear range (+6°). This is of use in
attitude updating as discussed in Section 5.

3.0 The Wide-Deadband Mode

The WDB mode is a means for obtaining an approximately
periodic spacecraft motion relative to a solar inertial orien-
tation. The approach involves selecting the drift zone character-
istics of the reaction thrust controller (TACS or RCS deadband
and switch line slope) to encourage a limit cycle motion with
attitude "turning points" established primarily by environmental
torques (essentially gravity-gradient torque). The resultant
motion is similar to the QI motion but never synchronizes to it

*The axis z
v

is parallel to the sun line (6zv=0° ) at the

center of each sector (located at n= N+m~/2 , m=0,1,2).



(b)

ISIG =60

30 60 / 90 IDEG)
I max = 73.50max

FIGURE 3 -EFFECT OF,3 ON ORBIT SECTOR ANGLE FOR ATM SOLAR VISIBILITY IN 0Q1 MODE

because no command rate is used. This concept was originally
investigated in connection with x axis control of the "Wet

Workshop" in the X-POP mode.*(7 '8 ) The control requirement in
the Skylab application is somewhat more complex however, since
the desired nominal SWS attitude is the solar inertial orien-
tation, which changes with S. In the following a rationale is
described for selecting the control law parameters (deadband
and switch line slope) as a function of B.

Controller characteristics for a particular control
axis are represented in this discussion by the phase-plane
diagram shown in Figure 4a. This is based on the usual position-
plus-rate feedback control law

*In this mode the xv axis is perpendicular to the orbital
plane.

- 9 -

(a)
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E = A0 %e + A1 ~e

which results in a thruster firing whenever IEI>1, that is,

whenever the attitude and rate error statepoint ( e',e) lies

outside the drift zone. The attitude deadband is specified
by +1/A0 and the switch line slope by -A 0 /A 1

.

(b)(a)

(RATE ERROR)

.. ...... DRIFT: ::.:::::::::::::::,.. : A 
ZONE

............ ............ --........ ...... Z OR
\ ,,,, ......... , ., , , --., . :. .

S1A:,,:-. A
w : : , E .i ,# E Hi. 

UST

)NE

-l1/A 0 \. ....... - \ (ATTITU
ERROF

IUST
............... S 2

)NE

-1/A1·
........ .... ""

-20 -10DE
R)

'P (DEG/SEC)

- .05

A
K = 0.860

235 NM
ORBIT

10

-TIME

--. 05

FIGURE 4 - CONTROLLER PHASE PLANE DIAGRAM AND Q1 MODE PHASE TRAJECTORY

Some insight into selecting the parameters A 0
and Al

can be gained from the phase plane trajectory shown in Figure 4b

corresponding to the OA in the QI mode. Suppose for example that
the OA control axis Yv is a principal axis oriented normal to the

orbital plane and that only gravity-gradient torque acts on the

spacecraft. Then a natural limit cycle* can be established about

*A limit cycle motion without thruster firings is termed a

natural limit cycle or free oscillation.

(15)

THR

ZC

20

(DEG)

3k : i i i i; · ;;;;; ·; .7;; l l I Ii I i K1,10-- Oe
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this axis with proper initialization (-eo=0 ,' Qeo=TO-TN) and

the drift zone adjusted such that the QI phase trajectory lies

between the switch lines (Sl,S2) in Figure 4a. This implies

that the average angular rate (;e ave) over an orbit remains

zero. Because of imperfect initialization, environmental and

operational disturbances (e.g. aerodynamic torque, spacecraft
venting), a zero average rate is unlikely in the absence of a

command rate. Hence the phase trajectory tends to drift right

or left in helix fashion eventually intersecting a switch line

with a resultant thruster firing.

Nearly vertical switch lines, even though bounding
the idealized phase trajectory, represent a hard deadband and
yield only a slight reduction in propellant consumption from

the solar inertial hold requirement. Horizontal switch lines,

on the other hand, provide no average inertial hold (due to

the helix type motion). Positioning switch lines nearly

tangent to the idealized phase trajectory near e=0 as in

Figure 5a leads to a reasonable compromise between attitude
deviations and propellant consumption. This switch line
arrangement provides a rate limiting effect with attitude

0C (DEG/SEC) I (DEG/SEC)

-20 -1 02:DRIFT0 52EGS2 0 0 2E
DRIFT ZONE
ZONE

-, l 10 '0 _0 (DEG) , 10 (DEG

(a) IDEALIZED TRAJECTORY · (b) ACTUAL TRAJECTORY

FIGURE 5 - ACTUAL AND IDEALIZED PHASE TRAJECTORIES ON CONTROLLER
PHASE PLANE DIAGRAM IN WDB MODE
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"turning points" (fe=0) produced naturally by gravity-gradient

torque. As observed in computer simulations and illustrated in
Figure 5b, the resultant phase trajectory has an oscillatory
character much like the idealized trajectory, but drifts within
the dead-zone, intersects the switch line drifts back, etc.

Usually a principal axis would not be normal to the
orbital plane and furthermore control axes (XV Yv,Z

v
) are

generally displaced from principal axes (xp,yp,zp). If the

idealized (QI) motion were to be established,* a component of
the motion would appear about all three control axes. The
components of the motion viewed about the OA xv , Yv and zv axes

are shown in Figure 6 for several values of B.** Nonetheless
the foregoing discussion regarding controller parameter
selection can still be based on the idealized motion with a
slight modification. That is, deadband and switch line slope
for any particular control axis need only be adjusted to
accommodate the component motion. With no claim to optimality,
the control parameters (A

0
,A

1
) plotted in Figure 7 have been

found in simulation studies of TACS control of the OA to provide
a significant reduction in propellant consumption compared to the
solar inertial hold requirement.*** The x axis control parameters
were found to be relatively insensitive to changes in B and were
maintained constant as indicated in Figure 7.

While deadbands (+1/A0) as large as _50° are indicated,

maximum attitude deviations of only +300-35° are typical due to
natural "turning points" occurring well below the deadband limit.
The resultant spacecraft motion is such that the zv axis oscillates

about the sun line somewhat like in the QI mode, but with a larger
amplitude. A typical variation of the solar pointing error (angle
between zv and the sun line) is shown in Figure 13 (Section 5).

*If a principal axis (yp or zp) is not normal to the orbital

plane, the QI motion is not strictly a natural motion since some
control torque (although small) is required to sustain it. (See
Appendix A.4).

**Resolution of components is based on Skylab OA mass properties

data. (
4

) Since xv and xp axes are nearly coincident (%3.80 displace-

ment), the component of motion about the xv axis is very small (2° ,

maximum displacement at high 8).

***Numerical results on propellant requirements are given in
the next section.
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The larger attitude deviation increases the instantaneous loss
in electrical power from the solar arrays. However, the average
energy loss per orbit sunlight interval is only 12% at most.
Since the minimum of 5zv usually exceeds 2° , little use of the

ATM, as discussed earlier for the QI mode, could be expected.

A0 (DEG) -
1

A1 (DEG/SEC) - 1

AXIS

. I 131
0 30 60 90

(DEG)

I ' ' I 1, 31
0 30 60 90(DEG)

(DEG)

FIGURE 7 - CONTROL LAW PARAMETERS (A0 , A1 ) vs d FOR WDB MODE

4.0 Propellant Requirements for Maintaining the Quasi-Inertial
and Wide-Deadband Modes

In the two preceding sections spacecraft motion in the
QI and WDB modes has been described. In this section propellant
requirements for maintaining each mode are presented and compared
with that for the solar-inertial (SI) mode. The results are
given in terms of total force impulse (lb-sec) per orbit required
with either OA/TACS or SM/RCS control.

0.1

0.05

0
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4.1 Theoretical Impulse Requirement - QI Mode

In Appendix A the theoretical impulse requirement for
maintaining the QI mode is evaluated analytically under the
following assumptions:

a) only gravity-gradient torque acts on the spacecraft,*

b) the principal and geometric x axes (xp and xv ) are

coincident,

c) the spacecraft center-of-mass (CM) lies along the
x axis,
v

d) the effective thruster force directions lie in a
plane normal to the xV axis, and

e) the thruster minimum impulse is sufficiently low
that a required control torque profile can be
approximated by a sequence of minimum impulse
firings.

No restriction is placed on the relative orientation about xV

of transverse (y,z) prinicpal, geometric and thruster control
axes as indicated in Figure 8.**

The total force impulse (I
T
) required per orbit can

be stated as

I 1 TIT tIdt + 1 [fTIT t tdt] ImtI (16)IT = r
1

JT 'cx'dt + r [I |Tcyldt + J |TcZULdt (16)
x 0 yz r 0 0cy cz

*For the Skylab mission and nominal mission parameters
(235 NM circular orbit and November, 1972 launch date) aero-
dynamic torque is relatively small compared to gravity-gradient
torque.

**CSM clocking relative to the OA geometric axes shifts the
(5)

the SM/RCS transverse control axes (Yc zc) by c (5) Note the

definition of ~ in Figure 8 and typical values for OA/TACS and
SM/RCS control in the accompanying table.
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ORBIT NORMAL

/
SKYLAB PARAMETERS t

OA/TACS 16.60 00 16.60

SM/RCS 16.60 -27.75

°

-11.150

t Data Based on Refs. (4) and (5)

FIGURE 8 - RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF PRINCIPAL, GEOMETRIC AND THRUSTER CONTROL AXES

where (TcT ,T t ) are components of the required control
e (cyx cTz

torque resolved along TACS or RCS control axes, r and r
x yz

are effective thruster lever arms relative to the spacecraft
CM and T is the orbital period. Evaluation of I

T
described

in Eqs. (A-34) - (A-51) leads to a relationship involving

spacecraft inertia parameters (KyKz,k)* and four other para-

meters: K, ( , o and r E rx/ryz . The result is**

IT = Imx[F(K)Isin2~0I + rG(K)H(K,D ,4)] (17)

where F, G and H are defined in Eqs. (A-51), (A-52) and (A-46).
Also see Figure (A-7). The first term in Eq. (17) is related
to the x axis component of the impulse requirement and the
second to the y and z axis components.

*See Appendix C for the definition of Ky, Kz and k.

**The term, Imx, a constant for any given orbit and spacecraft

configuration, represents the impulse per orbit required to over-
come the bias component of x axis gravity-gradient torque at
( =+45° or +135° . See Eqs. (A-55) and (A-10).

0 -
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Generally 4 and r are fixed by the spacecraft
configuration and o by the spacecraft pointing requirements.

However, K may be selected so as to minimize I
T
. Representative

plots of I
T
vs K are shown in Figure 9 for j4 J=450 and Skylab

parameters (4,r,I ) listed in the accompanying table. Note
mx

that K=O corresponds to the SI mode so that better than an order

IT (Ib-sec/orbit)
10T 00b-sec/orbit) SKYLAB PARAMETERS

v 894 -oKyo =450 Ky0.834, KZ =0.860,k = -0.014
1000 k 894 I%1 

= 4
5

0 ~~~~~~~~

762

t 235 NM Circular Orbit
400

200

81
49-

0 ' IKI
0 0.5 A 1.0

Kopt
A

FIGURE 9 - THEORETICAL IMPULSE REQUIREMENT IN THE 0QI MODE vs K

of magnitude reduction in impulse requirements is attainable

by appropriate choice of K. In Appendix A an optimal choice

(Kopt ) has been derived as a function of inertia parameters
opt

(Ky,Kz,k) and rotation parameters (o0, ).

Curves of I
T
vs [J | corresponding to K = Kopt' K

and Kz are shown in Figure 10 for OA/TACS control. Similar

curves result for SM/RCS control with a peak impulse requirement

near 80 lb-sec/orbit. It is clear that Kopt = Ky for 0 l=9oo

> < AA IAmx t

OA/TACS 16.60 0.24 29.5 lb-sec

SM/RCS -11.15

°

0.16 50.0 Ib-sec
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and K = K for D = 00, 1800. Each of these cases corresponds
opt z 0

to conditions where the QI mode is a natural motion with zero

control impulse requirement. It can be shown that Kopt always

lies within the interval or very close to the end points of the

interval bounded by K and K for all 0 and p. In fact a useful
y Z 0

approximation for Kopt with negligble increase in IT over the

optimal is given by

2 2
K = K cos 0 + K sin2 0 - K

z o y o opt
(18)

Thus for the Skylab configuration Ko t ranges typically between
opt

K = 0.83 and K = 0.86. In view of Figure 2 the corresponding
y z
oscillation amplitude (ATm) in the QI mode ranges between 16.20

and 16.60. Of course, as a practical matter, K may simply be

fixed at the lower limit (Ky) for all 0 and the slight increase

in impulse requirements traded off for simplicity in software

design.

50

25

0

IT (Ib-sec/orbit)

0
- I tolI(deg)
180

FIGURE 10 - THEORETICAL IMPULSE REQUIREMENT FOR THE QI MODE vs 4o (WITH OA/TACS CONTROL)

LEGEND
A A
K = Kopt

A

- K =K

30 60 90 120 150
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As noted earlier P is determined by the roll axis

pointing requirement, which is usually stated in terms of B.
An approximate relationship between and B based on Figure 8

(xp and xv assumed parallel) is given by*

zo - (90° + B) - 9v = 734°0 + B (19)

Since 8 ranges between +73.50 for a 50° orbit, the maximum
impulse requirement corresponding to 4 = 450 and 135° will

occur at B = -28.4° and +61.6° .

4.2 Simulation Results - QI, WDB and SI Modes

Analytical evaluation of impulse requirements for
reaction thrust systems is usually feasible only if the space-
craft motion is known and certain simplifying assumptions on
the spacecraft configuration and disturbance environment are
imposed. That approach was useful for the QI mode in arriving

at an optimal parameter selection (Kopt). To confirm these

results and to determine the impulse requirements for the WDB
and SI modes including the effect of aerodynamic torque, a

computer simulation of the Skylab OA configuration(4 '5'12 ) was
utilized.

The results for OA/TACS control are shown in Figure 11
as a function 6f a. (Note the scale change on the ordinate axis)
The data for the WDB mode** are based on selecting control law
parameters A

0
and A 1 (per control axis) as a function of a accord-

ing to Figure 5. Results for the QI mode are based on +0.5°

*An exact relationship between and B is given in Appendix

A.3, Eq.(A-32). See Figure (A-5).

**The impulse requirements for the 'TDB mode are not claimed to
be the optimal, although they represent a significant reduction
compared to those for the SI mode. It also must be noted however,
that the impulse data are based on long time averages (10 orbits).
Transient conditions resulting from venting torques will tend to
increase the impulse requirement since they force the spacecraft
out of the low-impulse limit cycle motion, which then must be
reacquired. This increase is over and above the requirement to
remove the disturbance impulse, if tight attitude control was
maintained, as in the SI and QI modes.
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deadbands and K = Kopt as approximated by Eqs. (18) and (19).

Aerodynamic torque and misalignment (%44)
(4 ) of x

v
and Xp

axes account for the slight increase in impulse compared to

the theoretical results in Figure 10.* Impulse requirements

for the SI mode are better than an order of magnitude higher

than for the QI mode, as predicted earlier in Section 4.1.

IMPULSE
REQUIREMENTS
(Ib-sec/orbit) 800

700 - SI MODE

;600

235 NM 500
CIRCULAR
ORBIT

/ X100 WDB MODE

0 I I I I S (deg)
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

FIGURE 11 - IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS vs 3 FOR THE QI, WDB AND SI MODES WITH OA/TACS CONTROL

Similar results are obtained with SM/RCS control of

the Skylab. The corresponding peak impulse requirements are

85, 164 and 898 lb-sec/orbit for the QI, WDB and SI modes

respectively. Selection of control law parameters A 0 and A1

for the WDB mode with SM/RCS control must be modified slightly.

Since these parameters are based on the component of the QI

motion appearing on a given control axis, it is necessary to

shift the abscissa scale in Figure 5 to account for the CSM

clocking relative to the OA/TACS control axes (xv'yvzv). In

view of Figure 8 the necessary shift is given by %c' Hence

for a given B, control law parameters, A 0
and Al, should be

selected from Figure 5 on the basis of Sc - B + 2 

*The WDB mode can be interpreted as a "sloppy" QI mode,

since no command rate is used. Hence, it is reasonable to

anticipate that small errors in initialization (i0,,0) and non-

optimal K (but K near Kopt ) would result in an actual QI mode

impulse requirement somewhere between the QI and WDB mode curves

in Figure 11.
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The impulse requirements with SM/RCS control can
also be estimated from the results for OA/TACS control by
considering the expression for impulse I

T
in Eq. (16) written

as

1A

IT = r1 [Jx + r Jyz
]

x

where

: I T IT Idtx 0 cx
0

J IT ITcy Idt + IT T Idt
0 0 cz

and r E r /ry
z

as before. For any given mode and nominal

spacecraft roll orientation (3), control torque impulses
J and J are fixed by the disturbance environment. The
x yz
parameters rx and r however, depend on the controller (OA/

TACS or SM/RCS). See Table I for typical values:

TABLE I

EFFECTIVE THRUSTER LEVER ARMS FOR SKYLAB OAt

t Based on Data from References (4) and (5)

Hence, the ratio (p) of impulse requirements for SM/RCS and
OA/TACS control can be expressed as

_ IT RCS

T TACS

r

rx RCS LJ + rTACS

J + 0.16 J 
=1.7 x yz

+1. 0.24 J
_ x yzJ

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)
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In the SI mode r J >>J so that pzl.13. But in the QI mode
yz x

and approximately so in the WDB mode, r Jyz<<(Jx) max* so that
yz xmax

Pmax zl.7. Thus, impulse requirements for SM/RCS control

generally exceed those for OA/TACS control as should be expected
because of the smaller effective lever arms. These observations
are consistent with simulation results and the prior theoretical

analysis. (See Figure 9 for K = 0 and K = Kopt

4.3 Mission Duration in the QI, WDB and SI Modes with OA/TACS
or SM/RCS Control

Extension of the Skylab mission with the OA/TACS or
SM/RCS in the event of two CMG failures will depend on the
propellant balance and the attitude control mode utilized. A
conservative estimate of this extension is given below for the
QI, WDB and SI modes. The data are based on peak impulse
requirements for each mode, and operation only with currently
projected propellant impulse margins, as listed in Table II.**

TABLE II

PROPELLANT MARGINS AND PEAK IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS

PEAK IMPULSE REQUIREMENTSt
PROPELLANT IMPULSE (Ib-sec/orbit)

MARGINS (6)
(Ib-sec) QI MODE WDB MODE SI MODE

OA/TACS 35,860 52 98 780

SM/RCS -42,400 (+ 5,300) 85 164 898

t 235 NM circular orbit

*(Jx)max corresponds to |I 1=45° or 1350 where Js2% 1=1.

**The TACS margin is the value at the end of the SL-4 mission
(third CSM). The SM/RCS propellant weight margin is listed in
Reference (6) as 319.8 lbs. Only 268.0 lbs. is actually available
however, since the balance is reserved for de-orbit back-up. The
+5300 lb-sec tolerance on impulse margins in Table II corresponds
to the bounds on SM/RCS specific impulse (Isp) for minimum impulse

sp (5)
thruster firings. (min I =135, max I =178, nominal I =157)

sp sp sp
No tolerance on the OA/TACS impulse margin is shown, since the

thruster minimum impulse bit is maintained at 4.0 lb-sec.(l)
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The extension in mission duration can be estimated
in each case from

Mission Duration (days) = Propellant Impulse Margin
Impulse Requirement x 15.4

(24)

where 15.4 is the number of orbits per day in the 235 x 235 NM
Skylab orbit. The results are tabulated in Table III. The
variation in mission duration figures for SM/RCS control is
due to the possible range on thruster specific impulse.

TABLE III

MISSION DURATION (DAYS) WITH OA/TACS OR SM/RCS CONTROL

01 WDB SI
CONTROLLER

OA/TACS 45 24 3

SM/RCS 33 (±4) 17' (±2) 3 (+0.4)

These results show that a full 28 day mission could be

achieved in the QI mode with either OA/TACS or SM/RCS control.
A full 56 day mission is obtainable with both OA/TACS and SM/RCS
control (in sequence). Since the figures for SM/RCS control are
based on conservative propellant margins,* it is conceivable (at
least from impulse considerations), that a 56 day mission could
be achieved without the OA/TACS contribution. This would permit
completion of the full Skylab mission (SL-1,2,3,4), if two CMG
failures occurred as early as the beginning of the SL-1/SL-3

segment. See Figure 12.

*The SM/RCS propellant weight budget for SL-2 (6 ) lists 400 lbs

for rendezvous dispersions and alleviations for mission flexibility
(e.g. stationkeeping, workshop fly-around) compared to the 268 lb
margin used in this analysis. Availability of 185 lbs from this
or other sources would increase the 33 day duration figure in
Table III to 56 days.
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2 CMGS
FAILED

SM/RCS OA/TACS SM/RCS

TIME (DAYS)

228 - 45 56 45 56

(SL-1/SL-2) (SL-1/SL-3) SL-1/SL-4)

LAUNCH END OF
MISSION

FIGURE 12 - POSSIBLE SKYLAB MISSION SEGMENTS WITH OA/TACS AND SM/RCS
CONTROL IN QI MODE

Extension of the mission duration with the WDB mode

is also considerable compared with the SI mode. One 28 day
mission could be easily achieved with OA/TACS and SM/RCS
control (in sequence). Extension of the mission for one more
CSM visit would not be likely if two CMGs failed earlier
than 24 days before the next CSM launch (SL-3 or SL-4).

5.0 Attitude Update Requirements for the QI and WDB Modes

Requirements for attitude updating are influenced by

several factors. First, the OA/TACS "strapdown" reference and

the CSM inertial platform reference (IMU) must be updated to

compensate for component error sources, primarily gyro drift
rates. Second, navigational computations defining the solar
inertial orientation, which is the desired nominal attitude

in the QI and WDB modes, must be updated to account for the
earth's annual rotation about the sun and orbital regression
effects.* Finally, in the QI mode, the parameter ~O used in

command rate computations should be updated to account for

cumulative integration errors and slow changes in the solar

vector orientation and vehicle inertia properties over the
mission.

*This capability already exists in the ATMDC for OA/TACS

control but not in the CMC for SM/RCS control.
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5.1 Attitude Reference Updates

Sensors available for attitude reference updating
include the acquisition sun sensor and star tracker for the
OA/TACS strapdown reference and optical telescope and sextant
for the CSM IMU. Drift rate specifications for the strapdown
reference and IMU gyro/electronic amplifier packages are 0.10 /hr

and 0.030 /hr respectively. Hence a 10 tolerance in the
attitude reference implies an update requirement of about once
every 6 orbits for the strapdown reference and once every 20
orbitsfor the IMU. The IMU alignment requires astronaut
participation, but the strapdown reference update could be
done automatically.

Time variation of the solar pointing error in the QI
and WDB modes is shown in Figure 13 for B=16°.* Typically, the
pointing error falls within the linear range of the acquisition
sun sensor (+60) four times per orbit so that at least three
opportunities occur each orbit for a two-axis update of the
strapdown reference.** Star tracker gimbal angles provide data
for the third axis update.

ACQUISITION SUN
SENSOR OUTPUT
(PER AXIS)

SOLAR POINTING
ERROR (DEG)

~-6 i~6 O,(DEG)

WDB = 160 LINEAR
40 - MODE RANGE

30 - BOUND FOR LINEAR RANGE OF
20 i s MOD ACQUISITION SUN SENSOR

10

0 K - TIME
o0 T/4 T/2 3T/4 T (T = ORBIT PERIOD)

(NOON) (MIDNIGHT)

FIGURE 13 - TYPICAL VARIATION OF SOLAR POINTING ERROR IN QI AND WDB MODES

*The pointing error for the QI mode is expressed analytically
by 6 zv in Eq. (14). The maximum error in any orbit decreases with

increasing BI. Characteristically however, the maximum pointing
error in the WDB mode does not decrease with B.

**A fourth opportunity occurs near orbital midnight in all-day-
light orbits. The total orbit interval during which the pointing
error lies within 60 is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of B for
the QI mode. The interval is less for the WDB mode.
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5.2 Solar Inertial Update

ATMDC software provides for computing parameters
specifying the solar inertial orientation relative to the

orbital plane.(l) A similar capability would be needed in
the CMC for SM/RCS control.

In the QI mode the computational results are needed

to transform the desired command rate (Oc) into appropriate
coordinates: (Xv,Yv,zv) for OA/TACS control and (xc ,Yz

c)

for SM/RCS control.* Continuous updating, which accounts
for the change in the solar inertial orientation, can be

achieved by a composite command rate (~ ), that combines the

regression rate (X) and annual rate (r) with 0 so that**
-- -- -c

= A O + B + C (25)
--C --C

where ® is given by Eq. (13) and A, B and C are appropriate
-c

coordinate transformation.

5.3 QI Mode Updates

The calculation for command rate (T) in Eq. (6) utilizes
the QI motion parameter i obtained by integrating Eq. (12) with the
initial condition O,. If the motion were initiated at orbital noon

(n=0), then 1o (=~n) can be obtained by solving Eq. (9) for a de-

sired nominal orientation TN' which is related to B and spacecraft

inertia characteristics by Eqs. (A-33) and (A-34) in Appendix A.
Other points in orbit for initializing ~ would be more convenient,
however, in terms of simplifying the required computational
algorithm. Natural transition points in the motion (AT=0 and
AW=+AT

m
) are advantageous, since i and the corresponding orbital

position (n) are conveniently evaluated.

*See Footnote **, p. 15.

**This is discussed in detail in Reference 11.
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In general n and q are related through Eqs. (3) and
(4) by

=N k F(k,) + ntm F (k) (26)N X 2 tm -

where Eq. (A-33) has been substituted for N' * In view of

Figure 2 attitude zero crossings (AT=0) occur whenever

W = (3-p)7/2 p = 1, 2, 3, 4 (27)

This corresponds to the four points in orbit

·rr k
p (2 + ntm) - F [k,(3-p)r/2]

= (2 + ntm)- (3 -p)rr/22 tm

= ntm + (p-2)r/2 p = 1, 2, 3, 4 (28)

where the OA geometric axis zv points directly to the sun.

See Figure 14a. In view of Figure 2 and Eqs. (10) and (11)
attitude extremes (AT=+ATm ) occur whenever

Am =-AT .(r=4)

AT= ATm (r=3)
(29)

T ~m AT=-ATm (r=2)

l-(T- m ) AT= ATm (r=l)

*Physically, qtm represents the nominal orbit angle offset

of xp from an orientation normal to the sunline due to the dis-

placement of principal and geometric x axes (xp and Xv).
p v
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The corresponding four points in orbit are

-r/2 + ntm + (2r-3) k/A F(k,pm )

/+ (2r =

,/2 + ntm + (2r-7) k/k F(k, m )

r = 1,2

(30)

r = 3,4

See Figure 14b.
initializing i,
appropriate.

(a)

p= 1

These results specify 8 points in orbit for
that is, by Eqs. (27) or (29), whichever is

(b)

Xp

, xp

SUN
z' v = PROJECTION OF zv

IN ORBITAL PLANE

FIGURE 14 - LOCATION IN ORBIT FOR xp AT NOMINAL AND OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE ORIENTATIONS

Somewhat more flexibility in update time with a simple
algorithm for 4 in terms of orbital position (n) can be achieved
in the region where n=qp (p=1,3) shown in Figure 14a. In this

vicinity let

4 = (3 -p) r/2 + i p=l,3 (31)

where i is a small angle to be determined.
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Substitution into Eq. (28) yields*

n = ntm + T/2 - (k/X)F[k,(3-p)r/2 + i]

= ntm + i/2 - (3-p)7f/2 - (k/A)F(k,S)

= np - (k/A)F(k,S) (p = 1,3)

For JEJ<30°, then F(k,~) - with negligible error.( 3 ) Hence,

: -(A/k) (n-np) (p = 1,3)

The orbit interval about np such that IEI<1T/6 is 2(k/A)(r/6)

or about 360.** Hence, two 360 sectors centered at n=nl and

n=n
3

are available for initializing i wherein p is related

linearly to orbit position by

* = (3 -p)7r/2 - A/k(n-np) p = 1,3

Finally it should be noted that the QI oscillation
(AY) can be approximated by

AT z-.Am sin2 (n-YN)

*A property of elliptic integrals is that F(k,Nn+E) =
2N K(k) + F(k,.) for N an integer. Here N = (3-p)/2, p = 1,3.
The second step in Eq. (32) follows from Eq. (8).

**A typical value of the ratio A/k for the Skylab configuration
is A/k = 1.67.

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)
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with at most 1.3° error for any n. Hence from Eqs. (3) and
(5) it follows that

= - n = t - (n-T N )

~-A~m sin2(-N - (nqN)

= r/2 - [-AT
m

sin2(n-ntm) + (n-n tm) (36)

This provides another expression, although approximate, for
initializing ~ for arbitrary n. The result is exact for

n=np, (p = 1,2,3,4).

6.0 Summary and Conclusions

The Quasi-Inertial (QI) and Wide-Deadband (WDB) modes
have been evaluated as possible backup attitude options in the
event that two CMGs fail during the Skylab mission. In the QI
mode a command rate is utilized with tight limit cycle control
such that the x principal axis oscillates in the orbital plane
with the solar panels pointed nominally to the sun. In the WDB
mode a somewhat similar motion is encouraged without a command
rate by appropriate choice of controller deadbands and switch
line slopes. Various performance characteristics and operational
requirements for each mode are summarized in Table IV for
comparison with the Solar Inertial (SI) mode.

Both the QI and WDB modes provide substantial reductions
in propellant requirements that are reflected in the significant
increase in potential mission duration over the SI mode. With
SM/RCS control in the QI mode during CSM visits and OA/TACS
control during the storage period (45 days max) it is conceivable
that both SL-3 and SL-4 segments of the Skylab mission could be
completed, if 2 CMGs fail as early as the SL-3 launch.

Performancewise, the QI mode is superior to the WDB
mode, but this option requires software modifications. Never-
theless, software modifications can be uplinked to the ATMDC
for OA/TACS control and a subroutine addition to the CMC program
is probably preferable to a CSM/DAP modification for SM/RCS
control. Finally it should be noted that the WDB mode is not
insensitive to venting disturbances that can force the spacecraft
out of the low impulse limit cycle motion, which then must be
reacquired. (See Footnote**, p. 19)
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AND SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 1Q, WDB AND SI MODES WITH THE OA/TACS OR SM/RCS

QI MODE WDB MODE SI MODE

MAXIMUM SOLAR
POINTING ERROR 5-17* 35 0.5

(DEGI

ELECTRICAL ENERGY OUTPUT
PER ORBIT FROM SOLAR ARRAYS 99.5-99.9* 88-90* 100

PERFORMANCE (% OF SI MODE)

CHARACTERISTICS SOLAR VISIBILITY INTERVAL

WITH ATM 6-28* NEGLIGIBLE 61-100'
(% OF ORBIT)

POTENTIAL OA/TACS 45 24 3
MISSION

~DURATION**~ 33 17 3
DURATION- * | SM/RCS (56 LIKELY)tt (28 LIKELY)tt (4 LIKELY) t t

PROPELLANT IMPULSE OA/TACS 2-7* 5-15' 100
PER ORBITt
I% OF SI REQUIREMENT) SM/RCS 3-8* 8-18* 100

CHANGE IN CONTROL LAW
OA/TAC SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE PARAMETERS (DEADBAND

COMMAND RATE & SWITCH-LINE SLOPEI)WITH NONE
(ATMDC) (SEE APPENDIX D) p MUST BE UPLINKED OR

OPERATIONAL STORED IN ATMDC- SOFTWARE IMPACT
REQUIREMENTS (CONTROL FUNCTION) CSM/DAP MODIFICATION TO

SMR SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE PERMIT INDEPENDENT SE-
SMRC COMMAND RATE LECTION OF DEADBAND &

(CMC) (SEE APPENDIX D) SWITCH-LINE SLOPE PARAM- NONE
ETERS FOR EACH CONTROL
AXIS WHICH CHANGE WITH O

OA/TACS SUBROUTINE TO UPDATE STRAPDOWN REFERENCE FROM ACQUISITION
SOFTWARE IMPACT (ATMDC) SUN SENSOR DATA AND STAR TRACKER GIMBAL ANGLES

(ATTITUDE REFERENCE SM/RCS SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
UPDATE) (CMC) BETWEEN SOLAR INERTIAL AND INERTIAL (IMU) REFERENCE

* DEPENDS ON P (ANGLE BETWEEN SUN LINE AND ORBITAL PLANE).

** BASED ON MAXIMUM IMPULSE REQUIREMENT FOR ALL j3 AND CURRENTLY PROJECTED
IMPULSE MARGINS (SEE SECTION 4.3 AND TABLE III).

t BASED ON IMPULSE PER ORBIT FOR CONTROL AGAINST GRAVITY GRADIENT AND AERODYNAMIC
DISTURBANCE TORQUES. (OTHER NOMINAL USAGE IS NOT INCLUDED, e.g. REQUIREMENTS FOR
RENDEZVOUS, DOCKING AND VENTING).

tt SEE SECTION 4.3 AND FOOTNOTE *, p. 19.
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APPENDIX A

Quasi-Inertial Orientation of Orbiting Spacecraft

A motion wherein an orbiting spacecraft oscillates
about the normal to the orbital plane with one principal
axis in the orbital plane is defined as the Quasi-Inertial
(QI) mode. The purpose of this Appendix is to develop the
conditions for establishing the QI mode, examine the impact
on inertial pointing capability and to determine the optimal
choice of parameters for minimizing the propellant require-
ments for maintaining the mode. While this subject has been

treated before ( 2 ) , the present approach takes a more general
viewpoint and includes some new results.

A.1 Spacecraft Motion in the QI Mode

The dynamical equations governing spacecraft rota-
tional motion follow from Newton's second law (expressed in
vector/matrix notation in body coordinates)*

Ii + wIw = Td + T (A-l)

where

w = total spacecraft angular velocity

I = spacecraft principal axis inertia tensor

Td = external torque acting on the spacecraft

T = control torque applied to the spacecraft-c

*Underscored Greek or English letters represent (3x1)
vectors and upper case English letters represent (3x3)
matrices (when defined). A letter superscript may be used
with a vector or its components to emphasize the associated
coordinate system. The tilde symbol over w denotes the
matrix equivalent to the cross product operation (wx).
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The kinematical equations for relating the orientation of
spacecraft principal axes (xp,yp,zp) to an orbit reference

system (xN,YN,zN) are based on the Euler angle sequence

(T,e,~) shown in Fig.(A-l). This yields

1 0

_ = 0 cos P
0 -sinP

i = D Iw

or

-sine 

cosa sinO j( DE

cos cos j

e # +±/2

In this analysis the principal axis (Xp) is assumed

to lie in the orbital plane and conditions for oscillatory
motion of xp are examined. By direct substitution it can be

verified that Eqs. (A-l) and (A-2) are satisfied by the motion*

(A-4)X_ = Ts 
°

(!=0

¢(t) = 0 , a constant
o

(A-5)

(A-6)(t) = 0

3Q2
T = - 2° Ks2(T-n) (A-7)

*For brevity the notation ca and sa is used for the
trigonometric operations cosa and sina, a arbitrary.

(A-2)

(A-3)
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ZN
I ZN

XN

ORBIT / Z\ 
NOON

XN, N ZN OR IT REFERENCE AXESAL

P- EULER ANGLE SEQUENCE 

ii/ii~: VERTICAL

PP

XN'YN'ZN - ORBIT REFERENCE AXES

xP. Yp. Zp - SPACECRAFT PRINCIPAL AXES

*,0,~ - EULER ANGLE SEQUENCE

FIGURE A-la - GENERAL SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE RELATIVE TO ORBIT REFERENCE AXES

/ \ E I(Iy - Ix) C

t 0
2

=P /.E/r3

ORBIT2 2 2ORBIT xN NOON A = sin 20[sin (I'-'/)-sin 6 cos 2(-)

PLANE \ + cos 2 0 sin 9 sin 2 (4/ - '1

\ r\ Jf B = sin0cososin2(*- 7)+cos sin 2 Cs 2 ( +-)

ORBIT C = cos cos sin 2 ( - ?) - sin sin 2 cos 2 ( - )

FIGURE A-lb - ORIENTATION OF Xp IN 01 MODE FIGURE A-lc - GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUE
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if Td = TP (the gravity-gradient torque defined in Fig.A-l),
d -g

the orbit is circular, i.e.,*

n = Qo(t-tn) (A-8)

and the control torque is

T p = Tg T (a-9)TP= cy s= T | s2 (-n) (K-K)(1-k)/k (A-9)C Cy gmx o

cz /\ co s2( (-n)(z-K)/k 

In Eq. (A-9)

3Q2

T _mx 2 (I -Iy )(A-10)

represents the maximum x axis gravity-gradient torque. The

parameters Ky, Kz and k are functions of the spacecraft prin-

cipal axis inertias as defined in Appendix C. The parameter

K is a constant to be specified. Note that no control torque
is required to sustain the motion when a) the spacecraft is

symmetrical (Iz=Iy) or b) o =0, 1800 and K=KZ or c) ~ =+90°

and K=Ky. The latter two cases correspond to two principal

axes lying in the orbital plane.

Motion of the x axis can be interpreted in terms
p

of the variable

- V - fn = V - 2 (t-t 
n)

) (A-ll)

*Here n is orbit position relative to orbital noon, Qo

is orbit angular velocity, t is absolute time and tn is absolute
time at last orbital noon.
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which is the deviation of xp from the local vertical. (See

Fig. A-1.) In view of Eqs. (A-7) and (A-ll), the differen-
tial equation for i is

3Q2

= - 20 Ks2i = -Bs2p (A-12)

which is analogous to the differential equation for a simple
pendulum. As with the pendulum two possible solutions
exist: periodic and continuous revolution. For the motion
V(t) to be periodic however, it follows that

= (=+ n)ave ave+ = 0 (A-13)ave ave ave o

or

Save -o< (A-14)

which corresponds to continuous revolution of xp about the

local vertical, once per orbit. Integrating Eq. (A-12) twice
yields

S(t) = o V1-k s V < O (A-15)

and*

t - t = _k -[F(k,1 ) - F(k,in)] (A-16)

where f(tn )
- - n

, k is a positive constant to be specified* and

-X 3E (A-17)

*The term F(k,~)' is an incomplete elliptic integral of

the first kind tabulated(3 ) in terms of modulus k and argu-
ment '. When ' = nf/2

F(k,nr/2) = nF(k,r/2) = nK(k)

where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
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The time (T) for one revolution (' = -2 T+ 
n

) relative to

local vertical is

T = 2w/-aveave = 4kK(k)/xQo (A- 18)

Substituting for Wave from Eq.(A-14) yieldsave

(zT/2)X = kK(k) (A-19)

as the condition for Y to be periodic. An expression for T
in terms of ' can be obtained from Eqs.(A-ll) and (A-16)

' = ' + Q (t-t ) = [ -_ k F(k,')] + k F(k,p )
0(t- n ) - -[9 -n (A-20)

Since the bracketed term is periodic with zero average
value,* the nominal (or average) value of T is

N -= (k/A)F(k,pn)N ~~~n CA-21)

Consequently, the oscillation (At) about TN is expressed by

AT -= T-N =' - (k/X)F(k,') (A-22)

The oscillation amplitude (ATm ) can be determined by examin-

ing the condition AW = ;+Qo = 0, which leads to

ATm = 9m - (k/X) F(k, m)

where

m = sin-1 (l/k -1/_ 2)

(A-23)

(A-2 4)

*Note that this term is zero whenever '=nr/2 and that it is
an odd function in '. See Footnote *, (p. A-5) and Eq. (A-19).
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Evaluation of A'
m

as a function of the parameter K follows

after solving the transcendental equation (A-19) for k. A
plot of AY m vs JK! is shown in Fig.(A-2).*

ATm

20

(DEG)

18.80

151

101

5

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

A
K

AFIGURE A-2 - OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE IN THE Q0 MODE vs K

As noted earlier the parameter K is arbitrary.
Subsequently it will be shown that K can be chosen to mini-
mize the control impulse requirement for maintaining the QI
mode. Since Kop t usually falls within a range bounded by

IKy and IK Z, which are always <1, only |K|il1 need be con-

sidered. For K=l, the amplitude of oscillation is 18.8°.
It should be observed that K=O corresponds to an inertial
orientation** of the spacecraft (assuming '0=0).

A.2 Implementation of the QI Mode

Spacecraft attitude control systems frequently
utilize a control law based on a linear combination of atti-
tude and attitude rate errors for developing the control
torque. Rate errors are generated simply by comparing

*The sign of K is immaterial since Eq.(A-12) remains

the same if K and i are replaced by -IK!I and i+180°0 when K<0.

**Inertial orientation is used loosely here, since the
gradual motion of the orbital plane due to earth oblateness
effects is ignored.

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
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command rates (O_) with vehicle rates (o). Attitude errors

may be developed differently, e.g., from inertial platform
gimbal angle sensors or from strapped-down inertial naviga-

tion computations. (9,10) The latter method, which utilizes
both command and vehicle rates, will be employed in the

Skylab OA.(1)

In either case implementation of the QI mode
requires specification of the command rate 0 . Since 0 is

-c -c
a vector parallel to the orbit normal with magnitude |IV, it
is given by

O-c (A-25)

in orbit referenced coordinates (xNYNZN). (See Fig.(A-l)).

From Eqs. (A-ll) and (A-15) it follows that

- - x + ) (A-26) 

It is necessary to compute i, the instantaneous angular dis-
placement of x from the (upward) local vertical vector.

This can be obtained by integrating Eq.(A-15) with an ini-
tial orientation f(t )

-
i

0
, which can be updated at intervals

as desired.

A "tight" control loop and the command rate speci-
cation, 0 will result in generating a control torque equiva-

-c
lent to T in Eq. (A-9) for a continuous controller (momentum

-c
exchange device or magnetic torquer) and a torque impulse

equivalent to IOfTTcldt for a discontinuous controller (reac-

tion thrust system). Controller requirements for maintain-
ing the mode are discussed in Appendix A.4 for a reaction
thrust controller.
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A.3 Initialization and Spacecraft Pointing Capability
in the QI Mode

Initial conditions (T ,Y ) for the x axis oscilla-

tion in the QI mode can be stated in terms of n since*

-o =(tn) = in + nO = n (A-26)

and

0 'w(t) = n + n =(l - il-k 2s2 4,) (A-27)0 n n o 0 k n

where , = P(t
n )

is obtained from Eq. (A-15).
n n

The nominal orientation of the spacecraft in the
QI mode can be specified, since 0 and N, which is related

to 4 by Eq.(A-21), are arbitrary. Consequently any space-
n

craft axis can be pointed arbitrarily in the celestial
sphere and remain within a small neighborhood of the nominal
orientation. It is straightforward to show that the angular
displacement (6) of some axis from its nominal orientation
is given by

6 = cos-l(c2yc(T-YN) + s2y) (A-28)

where y is the latitude of the axis relative to the orbital
plane. Since the respective latitudes of the yp and zp

axes are defined by o0 and 90°-Q0, it follows that

6yp = cosl(c2 c(T-IN) + s 2 ) (A-29a)

and

6
zp = cos-(s2cy-wN) + c

2
(A-29b)oSc(-YN ) (A-29b)

*The motion may be initialized at times other than t=tn

where =~, n' See Section 5.3.
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For any fixed ~ the maximum angular displacement occurs at

(T-'
N
) = Aim, the oscillation amplitude. Thus,

6 -- cos (c C cAAT + s 2O) < 'm (A-30a)
ym o m o m

6
zm cos l(cc + cAT s2 ) . '2m (A-30b)

These approach ATm as the particular axis nears the orbital
m

plane. Plots of 6 and 6 vs D are shown in Fig.(A-3)
ym zm 0

for At = 160° .
m

For the Skvlab the nominal orientation is the solar
inertial orientation shown in Fig.(A-4) in which xp lies in

the orbital plane and z
v

(normal to solar array) is parallel

to the sunline (inclined an angle B from the orbital plane*).
The corresponding ~ and TN for this nominal orientation can

be calculated with the help of Fig.(A-l) and the coordinate
transformation

/x\ Yll Y12 Y13 =

zKp Y31 Y3 2 Y33 zv

relating principal and vehicle (geometric) axes. It can be
shown that

2 12

tan = Y 2 3 + 33 c 13 (A-32)

12 -2
-Y33s" - Y23 ~c2B-713

*Note: ~ (or nx (1) is regarded positive when the sun-

line is below the orbital plane.
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and N = 900 + ntm (A-33)

where tm sin 1 (y 3 /c") (A-34)

Curves of and TN vs 8 based on Skylab mass properties

data( 4 ) for [yij] are shown in Fig. (A-5).

The maximum displacement (6 ) of the Skylab z
zvm v

axis from the sunline (for any 8) due to the oscillation (')
can be evaluated from previous results. From Fig.(A-4) it
follows that the latitude y in Eq.(A-28) is -a so that

zv= cos- (c 2c(-N) + s ) (A-35)

and

6 zvm = cos-l c 2c(A ) + s2B) < AT
m

(A-36)

which indicates that 6 is a maximum for a=0 ° (viz. when

z
V

lies in the orbital plane).

A.4 Impulse Requirements for the QI Mode

Except for special cases (Iz=I or =n7 , n=0,1,2)z y 0 2
some control torque (Tc) is required to sustain the QI mode.

The purpose of this section is to select the parameter K so
as to minimize the propellant requirements for a reaction
thrust control system.

Propellant requirements are frequently stated in
terms of the total force impulse (IT) per orbit. This can

be related to the total control torque impulse per orbit as
follows

I T t - T t T tfI lI T dt _ _dt
rCX + r +z (A-37)

x y zry 
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t t tHere T is the orbital period and (Tc , T cz) are control

torque components resolved along the effective thruster con-

trol axes (xt, Yt' Zt)' Also rx , ry and rz are the magni-

tudes of the effective thruster lever arms relative to the
spacecraft center of mass (CM).

For this analysis the geometric (x
v
) and principal

(Xp) axes are considered coincident* and the CM assumed to

lie along the xv axis. Also the thruster effective force

directions are assumed to lie in a plane normal to the x
v

axis as is the case for the OA/TACS and SM/RCS thrusters
on Skylab A. However, the (Yv, Zv) geometric axes may be

displaced by an angle ~v from (yp,zp) and for slightly more

generality the effective thruster axes (yt,zt) may be dis-

placed by Pc from (yv,zv) as on the CSM. (See Fig.(A-6)).

Based on the above discussion it follows that
r = r and

-(ccy I KPcy c+ ) (A-38)
zpcz 

/CZ TP + T cP

Yv YP

Xp, x v, Xt PARALLEL

Zv

z v SKYLAB OA

zt

FIGURE A-6 - RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF PRINCIPAL, GEOMETRIC AND EFFECTIVE
THRUSTER CONTROL AXES

*This is reasonable since x
v

and xp are within 40 for the

Skylab OA.
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where E v + c

consequently IT may be expressed as

T r (x yz
x

where

Jx - jITcxIdt

Jyz - TC P P c zP P
cy ct ~~~cy cz

and

r - rx/ry = rx/rz

Substitution of Eq. (A-9) for components of Tp yields-c

(A-44)J gmrx2¢o |s ( +y-n) + ( dtJx = TgmxS210

yJYZ = rIT s2 (T-n)

yz 
=
T gmx

[(Ky-K)ksD c4 + (Kz- K)Cco]os dt

+ T s2(2 ( n)(Ky-K)s s + (Kz K)C C] dt

T

t o
t ~

where

H(K,4 ,,) _= {|B-AK| + ID-CKI}/IkI
0

(A-39)

(A-40)

(A-41)

(A-42)

(A-43)

(A-46)
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l- k = Iy/Iz (A-47)

and

A = co sb + ks o c (A-48a)

B=Kzco s + kKy s cD (A-48b)

C = c~ c4 - ksO s; (A-48c)
o 0

D=KZc4c c - kKys~o~s (A-48d)

An evaluation of the integrals in Eqs.(A-44) and (A-45) is
given in Appendix D. With those results Jx and Jvz can be
written as

T T

Jx 2 · F(K) Is2ol (A-49)

T T
J = gmx · G(K)H(K,o,) (A-50)yz 2 0

where

2 2
F(K) = 3K(k) [K(k)-E(k)] + [(k/k) E(kl-K(k)] (A-51)

G(K) = 4(1 - ki2)/k2K(k) (A-52)

are implicit functions of K since k is related to K (or

X = 3 ) by Eq. (A-19), the oscillation condition.

Thus, the total impulse IT may be written as

T T
I = X2r [F(K) Is2 |I+ rG(K)H(K,~ ,()] (A-53)
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or in normalized form

IT
NIT=I-= F(K) Is20I + rG(K)H(K,Uo,-) (A-54)T I 0 '

where

T T h
'x ~= 2rgm (A-55)
mx 2r r

x x

corresponds to the impulse per orbit required to cancel the
maximum bias component of x axis gravity-gradient torque.
Curves of F(K) and G(K) vs K are given in Fig.(A-7). A
representative curve of H(K,o ,p) is also shown for D0=45° ,

$=0° and Skylab data for inertia parameters Kz, Ky and k.
(See Appendix C.) Note that F(O), G(O) and H(O,o ,4) corre-

spond to an inertial orientation (K=O).* The function
H(K, ,0 ) generally has a relatively sharp minimum particu-

larly when k is small, while G(K) is relatively flat and
F(K) changes slowly with K. Thus, minimization of NI

T with
respect to K rests essentially on minimizing HCK,~ ,).

A.4.1 Minimization with Respect to K

From Eq.(A-46) it is evident that a plot of
H(K,O ,o) vs K consists of three linear segments as shown in

Fig.(A-8). The minimum point occurs at one of the two corners

*The impulse IT for an inertial orientation with o=0 is

given by

T T T s=

T = + 2r J r x y 0 z 0

since F(O)=1, G(O)=4/n and

I -I I -I
H(O, ,0) z x I -I 

Iz-Iy 0 Iz-Iyz y z y~~~
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defined by K = jB/AJ and K = ID/Cl, that is

( I,$) -man H(K, ,$)
K

AD-BC 
AD-BC

AD-BC

IAI> Ic
(A-56)

IAI< CI

t SKYLAB INERTIA PARAMETERS

Kz = 0.860

Ky = 0.834
A
k = -.0143

(See Appendix C)

0.1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

A
K

A
FIGURE A-7 - IMPULSE PARAMETERS F, G, H vs K

A HK' A,H(K,40 0 )
0

NOTE:

B/A < D/C

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY

0 0
0 0

01
0

0

0-

0 

,

0

B-AK

'k 

/I A
D-CK

AI 

KB/A D/C

B/A D/C

FIGURE A-8 - NATURE OF H(K, 0 ,qO)) NEAR A MINIMUM

100

4/1r
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Substitution for A, B, C and D from Eq. (A-48) and some manip-
ulation yields

(l+Ky)s25

Co so + ikso cI
k

2

(l+Ky)s25

cS c$ - ksS so
0O

IA|l> C

(A- 57)

IAI<ICI

B

A

opt D

c

KzC~ si + kKyS oCi

C4 s4 + ks, co
o 0

cO0SO + kso0 C

K co c$ - isK so s$

C0 o4 - iksos4

The normalized impulse for K=Kopt may be evaluated

Eqs. (A-51, 52, 54, 57 and 58) as

NIT =F(Kopt ) Is2o + G(Kopt)H(o, t)T opt o opt Ia

from

(A-59)

The condition IAI>ICI implies that

ks2Sos2o z c2k(c 2s- 2s2 o )0S~o2 >02(C
(A-60)

For equality it follows that

= -+ + tan-6 1)- 1
k tan

H(So ,$) =

and

tAI>ICI

(A-58)

IA I<IC

n=1,3,5.... (A-61)
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Re ions in the (~,%0) plane where the cases, IAI>ICI or
IA <ICI, apply, are shown in Fig.(A-9). The boundaries
corresponding to Eq. (A-61) are based on Skylab inertia

parameters, so that ~ = 1.0143 (See Appendix C).

7 ZDEG) LEGEND

-180~ 90.: o 90 180 to (DEG)

FIGURE A-9 REGIONS:FOR IA:>:C:ANDIAIC 9INF0.)PLANE

180 A

mized to determine the optimal ~ for any given ~ . Thus,

FH(so,~)/a$ = 0 yields

tan 1 ( 1/ tan1 ) IAJ>ICj

^opt = (A-62)

%op t 1.0143

· tan- (-k tan% ) IA (DEG)

Comparing this result with Eq. (A-61) indicates that the loci,
opt vs ao s l ie midway (i.e., i45 ° ) between boundaries of

the respective regions, IAI>ICI and IAI<IC, in Fig. (A-9).the respective regions, JAI>ICI and jAI<ICl, in Fig. (A-9).
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Substitution of $opt for $ in Eqs. (A-57) and (A-58) yieldsopt

H(o0 ) E min H(O 0) =

Kopt Kopt( o ' o p t)

for both cases.

I (l+Ky) s2 I ~y .0

IK c2V + k2K S2 I
0o+ 2 

c20 o k2s 2
0 0

The normalized impulse is thus

T 2o! [F t + pt)

I A i C1+tKy )

2 4C2 _ + k2S s
0 o2 ~c2~0 + j2s2~

A plot of NIT and Kopt vs to is shown in Fig.(A-10) for Sky-

lab inertia parameters (Kz,Ky,k) and three values of r. It

can be observed that

K K K
y opt z

(A-66)

From Eq.(A-64) it follows that K always lies between IKyI
opt y

and IKzlif xp is a principal axis of maximum or minimum moment

of inertia (i.e. Ky ,K have the same algebraic sign).

A. 4.3 Comparison of Results

The relative effect of $ on impulse requirements can
be assessed from the ratio

P = NIT/NIT

and

(A-63)

(A-64)

(A- 65)

I

CA-67)
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where NI
T

and NIT are defined by Eqs. (A-59) and (A-65).

Curves of p vs I| I based on Skylab inertia parameters and

r=0.25 are shown in Fig. CA-1a) for various 1$-. It can be

seen in Fig.(A-llb) that the Kopt corresponding to NI remain

within or very close to the interval Ky<KsKz. It is clear

that $ has a 6% effect, at most, on the impulse requirements
for Kopt in this range. The effect would increase however,

for r>0.25.

NIT

.95

,90

.85

90

= Kopt

0 15 30 45 60 .· 75

FIGURE A-10 - NIT AND Kopt vs D
o

(b) A

t Kopt

10,1-450

0

I01= 450

90 , -. 0 15 30 45 60 75, 90

FIGURE A-1l - p AND Kopt VS So

BASED ON SKYLAB
INERTIA

PARAMETERS
Kz = 0.860
Ky = 0.834

k = 1.0143

(a)

' 14 0ol

IA

1.1

1.0

0 o I I I I I I I
0 15 30 45 60 75

- I _14 (DEG) I ol



APPENDIX B

Evaluation of Integrals

The purpose of this Appendix is to evaluate two
integrals encountered in determining the propellant impulse
requirements for reaction thrust control of spacecraft in
the QI mode. These were stated in Eqs. (A-44) and (A-45)
as

T

xJ = ITgmx52¢ J I2 (~Tf) + 1({/Q ) Idt (B-l)Jx = i~gmx 3 
o

and

Jyz= ITgmxIH(K, 0,iI)f Js 2 N-n) Idt (B-2)
0

The problem can be converted to an integration with respect
to the variable i by using Eqs. (A-ll), (A-15) and (A-16) and
noting that

da dd T -dT
dt =- (X/k)M (,ir/k)M (B-3)

~i o

where

M E VI-k2 s (B-4)

and Q = 2If/T. This yields
0

T T
J gmx s2 F(K) (B-5)
x 2 0

and

2 H(K,g,p)G(K) iyz = 2 H(K,(DO flG(K) (B-6)
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where

-27

(K) k j Is2 + (1-XM/k) 2dp/M (B-7)

0

and
-2 '

G(K) E kf Is2 dp/M (B-8)

The limits (0,-2f) are based on p =0 for convenience. This

has no effect on the desired result, since the integration
is over an entire orbital period. The terms F and G are a

function of the oscillation parameter, K, since k is related

to K by Eqs. (A-17) and (A-19).

B.1 F(K)

The integrand in Eq. (B-7) is always positive and
independent of the algebraic sign of '. Hence

4 7T/2 2 1
F(K) = ir(/k) s2. + [1-AM/k] jd/M

_ k4 1/2 (/2 - M) d + r/2 2 d/24 1 M) d + - M~ 3k 2
0 M 3 0 k0 3k 

The terms involving M are all in the standard form of complete

elliptic integrals of the first or second kinds( 3 ) so that

F(K) = (A/k) [K(k)-E(k)]+ l[K(k)-2- - + 2 E(k) (B-10)
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Making use of Eq. (A-19), the oscillation condition, yields

F(K) = K(k) (2 _ 1)K(k)+((k3K(k) k2 k

B.2 G(K)

The integrand in Eq. (B-8) retains the same algebraic
sign over any quarter period of i. Hence,

-rr/2

G(K) = (k) I
! ~/2

(_s21) di _ 4 |f
M (k/k) 0

4 I 1 - 4 4(1-)
= (7 /2k) 2 | I k/k k K(k)

(B-ll)

s2
M dQ

(B-12)



APPENDIX C

Spacecraft Inertia Parameters

The manipulation and interpretation of mathematical
relationships in rotational dynamics is often facilitated by
introducing the following parameters expressed in terms of
spacecraft principal axis inertias (Ix,Iy ,I).

I - I K - K
K - I (C-l)x I 1- K K

x yz

I - I K + K
K z x _ z x (C-2)Ky E I (C-2)

y xz

I - I K - K
K Y I Y (C-3)
Z I 1-K K

z xy

Since I. < I + I (i,j,k = x,y or z), it follows that K ,K
I - i k x y

and K lie in the interval
z

0 < IKil.< 1 (i = x,y,z) (C-4)

Note that any Ki can be expressed in terms of the other two

parameters (Kj,Kk).

The relationship of K to K and K is shown on the
z x y

(Kx,Ky) plane in Fig. (C-l). A given spacecraft is represented

by a point on this plane. Shading indicates regions, where the
spacecraft x axis corresponds to an axis of minimum moment of
inertia (Region A), intermediate moment of inertia (Region B) or
maximum moment of inertia (Region C).

Additional identities useful in the foregoing analyses
are
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k = (I
z

- I )/I

k E I y/ = 1 - k
y z

(K - K ) = -k(l + K )
z Y Y

Numerical values of the inertia parameters corresponding to
the Skylab OA configuration are given in Table C-1. The corre-
sponding point on the (Kx,K y) plane is noted in Fig. (C-l).

TABLE C-1

INERTIA PARAMETERS FOR SKYLAB OA

PRINCIPAL AXIS
INERTIAS (SLUG-FT2)t Kx Ky Kz k

Ix =0.6536 x 106

ly = 4.3039 x 106 - .093 0.834 0.860 - .0143 1.0143

Iz = 4.2433 x 106

tBASED ON DATA FROM REFERENCE (4)

(C-5)

(C-6)

(C-7)
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Kx

(A) 

(B) l

(C) Lu

Ky

SKYLAB OA

FIGURE C-1 - (Kx, Ky) INERTIA PARAMETER PLANE

Ix < ly Iz

or

I z < Ix < ly

Ix > ly, Iz



Appendix D

Summary of Equations for Generating QI Mode Command Rate

A sequence of computations for generating the command

rate V is stated below. Corresponding equation numbers in the
preceding text are noted at each step for the various parameters.
Known data are assumed to be:

Ix-,IyIz - spacecraft principal axis inertias

[y ij] - direction cosine matrix relating
principal and geometric coordinates

(Xp [¥ij] Xv )

Qo - mean orbit angular velocity

n(tj) - orbital position relative to orbital
noon at time, t.

B - angle between sunline and orbital plane
(positive with sunline below orbital
plane)

Fixed Parameter Calculations*

(C-2) Ky = (Iz - Ix /I' (D-1)

(C-3) Kz = (Iy - Ix)/Iz (D-2)

F-1Y2 3 33 r 1 3 1
(A-32) ( = tan (D-3)

c2 2-Y33s~ + 3 3 Vc2B-713

(18) K = K c 2o + K s 2D (D-4)
z y

*These parameters may be re-evaluated at intervals to account
for changes in QO, B and the mass characteristics: Ix,Iy,Iz and
[rij] ·
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(D-5)

(n/2) X = kK(k) (solve iteratively for k)

nt = sin -1m sin (Y1 3 /cB)tm 1

np = ntm + (p-2 )r/2 p = 1,2,3,4

(11) m = sin-1 v1/k2 -l / b2

(10) ATm = m - (k/X)F(k,'m)

' Initialization or Update Calculations

(34) p(tj) = (3 -p)T/2 + (X/k)[n(tj)- p]

n (tj)-npj<1 8°

or*

(D-8)

(D-9)

(D-10)

(D-ll)

p = 1,3

ip(tj) z r/2 - {-ATmSin2[n(tj )-ntm] +
J J~~~~~~~i t

all n (tj)

* Integration

(12) (T) = -Q (x/k) l-ks (T) tj <T <tj+l

*This expression is exact for n(tj) = np (p = 1,2,3,4).

The error is at most 1.30 for any n(tj).

(8)

(A-34)

(28)

(D-6)

(D-7)

(36)

(D-12)

(D-13,

X = A

[n(tj)-ntm] }
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T Calculation

(6) )=(t )+no (D-14a)

= r o 1 - (X/k) l-k2s2u(tj+1 ) (D-14b)

The result in Eq. (D-14a) is useful if i(tj+l) is
determined by integrating.Eq. (D-13) with Eq. (D-ll) as the
initial condition. The result in Eq. (D-14b) is useful if
(tj+l) is determined from Eq. (D-12) with t. replaced by

tj+l..

The command rate vector 0 is parallel to the orbit

normal with magnitude I v. It must be resolved into an
appropriate coordinate system for use with either OA/TACS or
SM/RCS control.



Appendix E

List of Symbols and Abbreviations

This list defines major symbols appearing throughout
the memorandum. Minor symbols or symbols appearing in only
one section are omitted.

Greek
Symbols Definition

angle between sun line and orbital plane (positive
with sun line below orbital plane)

6
zv angle between Skylab z geometric axis (zv) and

sun line

n angular displacement from orbital noon (orbit
position)

n1P n when ' = (3-p)f/2 (p = 1,2,3,4)

ntm orbit angle offset of xp from normal to the sun-

line in the SI orientation (due to displacement
of xp and x

v )

angular displacement (about x
v
) between transverse

principal and thruster control axes. (See Figure 8)

'p instantaneous angular displacement of x from (upward)
P

local vertical in QI mode

d'/dt, d '/dt

Tm parameter used in evaluating ' when AT = +AT
m

V when t = t
n n

'0 ' at some initial or re-initialization time to
0
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Definition

instantaneous angular displacement of x from nominal
P

in QI mode (AT = T-TN)

d(AT)/dt

amplitude of oscillation in QI mode

T
command rate vector in QI mode: c = (°0 0 T) in

(xN,YNZN) coordinates

angular displacement (about xp) of z from orbit
p p

normal (z
N
) such that z

v
points to sun in the SI

orientation. See Figure (A-4).

instantaneous angular displacement of xp from xN

in QI mode

dT/dt, d2 /dt2

average value of v over an orbit

nominal value of T (EN = r/2 + tm)

mean orbit angular.velocity

parameter in QI motion equations (chosen such that

ave

spacecraft inertia parameters (see Appendix C)

rx/ryz

effective thruster lever arm (x axis)

effective thruster lever arm (y and z axes)

elapsed time since last orbital noon

absolute time (e.g. GMT since SL-1 launch)

Greek
Symbols

AT

Am
m

0

I .

,ave

ave

TN

no

English
Symbols

.k

r

r x

r
yz

(t-t )
n

t
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English
Symbols

tn

(xN'YN' N)

(Xp,yp 'Zp)

(XvY v z v )

A 0

A 1

E(k)

F (k, p)

Ix,Iy,Iz

I
mx

K

K
opt

K(k)

Ky, K z

NIT

T

T
gmx

Definition

absolute time of last orbital noon

orbital coordinates (zN - normal to orbital plane,

XN - noon upward local vertical)

OA principal coordinates (displaced 1800 about x
p

from Reference 4 principal axes)

OA geometric coordinates (vehicle coordinates in
Reference 1)

attitude error gain control in thruster control
law (deadband = +1/A0)

rate error gain constant in thruster control law
(switch-line slope = -A 0 /A 1

)

complete elliptic integral of second kind (modulus,k)

incomplete elliptic integral of first kind (modulus,
k; argument,s)

OA principal axis inertias

theoretical impulse per orbit required to counteract
gravity gradient torque in QI mode

impulse per orbit required to counteract bias
component of x axis gravity gradient torque in
QI modes for j0o| = 450 or 135° .

arbitrary parameter in QI motion equations

optimal value of K (chosen to minimize I
T
)

complete elliptic integral of the first kind
(modulus, k)

spacecraft inertia parameters (see Appendix C)

IT/Imx (normalized impulse per orbit)

orbital period (T = 27/Qo )

maximum gravity gradient torque on xp axis; 3Q2 (Iz-Iy )/2
p z y
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Abbreviations Definition

ATM

ATMDC

CMC

CMG

CSM

CSM/DAP

IMU

OA

QI

SI

SL-2,SL-3,SL-4

SM/RCS

SWS

OA/TACS

WDB

Apollo Telescope Mount

Apollo Telescope Mount Digital Computer

Command Module Computer

Control Moment Gyro

Command & Service Module

CSM Digital Auto-Pilot

Inertial Measurement Unit (Inertial Platform)

Orbital Assembly (CSM + SWS)

Quasi-Inertial

Solar-Inertial

CSM#l, CSM#2, CSM#3 in Skylab Mission

Service Module Reaction Control System

Saturn Workshop (also SL-1)

OA Thruster Attitude Control System

Wide Deadband
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